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CTE, New Model, New Educational Model (2 votes, on average: 4.50 out of 5) In December 2012, the main political forces of the country began a process of profound transformation: education reform. This reform has raised the constitutional commitment of the Mexican State to improve the quality and fairness of education so that all
students are integrated and achieve the learning they need to successfully develop their life project. Under the Reformation, as required by section 12o of the General Education Act (LGE), the model of education for compulsory education was revised. Learning Freedom and Creativity (Educational Model) in general, including curricula and
programs, materials and teaching methods. Collection: Key Learning for Comprehensive EducationLoad: Key Learning for Comprehensive Preschool EducationOpSY A - Option B - - CDownload Option: Key Learning for Comprehensive Education Comprehensive EducationOpsion A - Option B - Option CCollection: Key Learning for
Comprehensive Education by Elementary Assessment Download: Key Learning for Comprehensive First Class EducationOption A - - Option B - - CDownload Option: Key Learning for Comprehensive Second Class EducationOption A - - Option B - - CDownload Option : Key Learning for Comprehensive Third Class EducationOption A - -
Option B - - CDownload Option: Key Learning for Comprehensive Fourth Grade EducationOption A - - Option B - - CDownload Option: Key Learning for Comprehensive Fifth Grade EducationOption A - - Option B - - CDownload Option: Key Learning for Comprehensive Sixth Grade EducationOption A - - Option B - - CColection Option:
Key Learning for Comprehensive Education by Secondary School Subjects Download: Key Learning for Comprehensive Education Native Language Education. EnglishDownload: Key Learning for Comprehensive Education EducationDownload: Key Learning for Comprehensive Education Sciences and TechnologyLoad: Key Learning for
Comprehensive Education Education Download: Key Learning for Comprehensive Education EducationDownLoad: Key Learning for Comprehensive Education Education Civic and Ethical LearningS: Key Learning for Comprehensive Education Education Key Learning For Basic Comprehensive Education Download: Key Learning For
Comprehensive Education A foreign language. EnglishOpsionrtion A - - BDownload Option: Key Learning for Comprehensive Physical Education EducationOption A - - Option BAuthor: SEP Join: Educational MaterialDownload: A Guide to the Fourth Session of the School Technical Council Key Teaching Guide for the 5th Primary Society
today we live in a complex and interconnected, increasingly complex world that is changing at an unreleased rate. In many ways, more than an era of change, we are facing an era change. In the face of this uncertainty, we have a responsibility to train our sons and daughters so that they can face the difficult historical moment they are
going through and achieve full time. We must be convinced that Mexico's present and future are linked to children and young people. If we can give them the tools they need to succeed, our country will be more prosperous, sufficient and free. The objectives of the Key Learning Guide formulate components of the education system. It is
focused on pedagogical education to ensure quality education and that students reach their full potential. Children and young people are at the centre of all educational efforts. Download before the discount: When I receive this guide, will I be able to accredit my key course? Of course, we give you all the links on how you should perform
each of the activities that are requested in the key course of your school level, so that you can complete the following steps that ask you to be able to accredit the course: Participants who complete 10 lessons of each course, as needed, will receive a entry for their participation. The continuing training manager will check the completion of
the course. Thus, in the event that the teacher receives an email with a message that has ended and is recognized by him, he can, if he sees it, create the impression that the message is to issue his record. Recognition is a notice of completion of the course, in no case recognition does not replace permanence. Thus, the local education
department, or, where appropriate, responsible for continuing education, is the only body authorized to issue and deliver official reports to party dogs. What can I find in this fifth-grade guide? Choosing key learning processes and articulating them with content. It includes a better gradation of expected learning achievements, from the
previous level to the level you accept, for greater relevance and relevance of compulsory education. That's why we decided to put up for sale our full courses, which have the following: ✅Products of all activities 10 lessons. solved (rating 10). ✅300% editable learning planning.  be sure to take it as a completion of the course, thus
creating appropriate constancy. An example of a fifth-grade comparative guide to the Five Pillars of Education's Alumni Profile table to the 2011 and 2017 plan table, which describes the main similarities and differences in the organization of the 2011 Expected Training Program and the 2017 Program. The main similarities and differences
of the Expected Learning program are 2011 and 2017. Time Load Differences Common Goals of Studying Mathematics in Basic Education Similarities that you define between mathematical approaches 2011 and 2017. Schemes found in the manual: Sharing findings with my school community. Mexicans who want to form a Teaching
Principle and a description of the actions that you conduct or that you can implement in their favor Fields Academic Training Analysis Programs Answers the True and False Arguments Table on the Goals of Primary Education All Answers to the Questionnaires Field of Academic Learning Language and Communication Mathematical
Thinking Study and Understanding of the Natural and Social World Personal and Social Development Only registered users who have purchased this product they can make an assessment. Home SEP Fifth Grade (key educational institutions for comprehensive education) 1 curriculum and programs. Item 1. Explore your ideas 1.- What
do you learn? Answer the question briefly and put your answer in the context of your educational work. Change or acquire new knowledge, skills, abilities, values, or behaviors as a result of experience, study, reasoning, and observation. Be free, critical, autonomous, responsible, aware of limitations. The theme 1.1 Goals of Education is
that public, basic and higher secondary education, in addition to being lying and free, has quality and ins and includes. This means not only that the State must provide access to school for all children and young people, regardless of their socio-economic environment, ethnicity or gender, but also the education they receive provides them
with meaningful, relevant and life-friendly learning and knowledge. Education provides an opportunity for every Mexican and Mexican to reach their full potential. Education should strive for the full training of all children and young people, while at the same time developing the conviction and ability to contribute to fairer and much much
much much more evenly. Theme 2 Pillars educational model Make a table where you write down ideas that caught your attention: With which I identify the most - What I do not share or share less - It is not clear to me or seems confusing to me. With which I identify the most that I do not share or share less, that I do not have a clear or find
it more confusing Education for all memorization management - Improving the infrastructure of schools. Teacher Training - Some resources on the school campus are out of date or not for all problems addressing resource renewal -School can be reorganized to meet the needs of the community and the individual. -Students don't just
remember the content. 2. Of the three groups of ideas that you have identified: Which of the three groups is the most common? Why? A- Group is with which I identify the most because they are the ones we are currently in practice looking to promote learning. ANSWER THE ANSWER: Why is it so important to put a school in its
educational context? The placement of the School in the Centre means the development of mechanisms to enable education authorities to know and address the needs of schools. Aim to create a renovated and fortified school that has the organization, resources, support, infrastructure, teachers and services that turn classrooms into
authentic learning spaces. What actions can be implemented in your community and what challenges should be overcome? A- Autonomy of governance, in the flexibility of the school calendar, the autonomy of the curriculum, the attention and adequacy of the difficulties of achieving a decent infrastructure that makes the appropriate
management, the latter may have difficulties because resources are managed by other actors - How can you improve educational practices to help students develop their potential? The expectations of my students and my teaching practice are essential to achieve this development in them, there is a neurology education and psychology,
yes, I repeat to my students that they are the best I will achieve the best expectations that when I minimize them, that became clear to me regardless of the context but attitude of the teacher. The human brain is extraordinarily plastic, being able to adapt its activities and significantly change its structure throughout life. What are the
characteristics of your school community? The school is now operating out of a new reality: it is a full-time school with an obligation to serve students dependent on a single mother or father who work or come from families in which both parents work, and which therefore, an extended schedule in which your children are safe, healthy and
take advantage of their time creatively and constructively, due to the high development of insecurity that exists around our school. Where gangs of groups are observed in the surrounding area. 3. How can I work together to make education inclusive? Include three actions that you can take, three that a school can take, and three that an
educational body can take. A. Teacher: 1. When I have a student with different abilities, I look for strategies for them. 2. Mixed teamwork (children). 3. Values of respect, tolerance, justice, etc. School works: 1. Accepts and supports students with different abilities. 2. It is supported by UDEEI. 3. Although the infrastructure is not adequate,
the funds are aimed at making the student more autonomous. Power: Make infrastructure a reality: 1. Ramps. 2. Digital classes, it's also an inclusion. 3. Support from school professionals for these students with different abilities to support and guide teachers. What do you think is a comprehensive education and how to achieve it? Each
educational process has a clear or implicit process. Any educational act is carried out for any purpose, but not always this goal corresponded to the ideals of humanism. The sphere of education is about seeking the common good, justice, equality and well-being, seeking respect, dignity and human rights for the integrated formation of its
individuality and personality, which requires and entails education in values as a humanizing, individual, social, vertical and horizontal process throughout people's lives. Paragraph 3. Sharing findings in my school community Integral Educational Model Kids learn to study at a school at the center of inclusion and justice search for playful
activities where students reflect, observe, view, show their values and learn from collaborative work Students will have a quality education with the necessary resources and autonomy. Education for all students, plans and activities according to their needs. Activities I can take: teamwork with students, participation in trainings, planning
activities focused on gender equality. Children must learn to understand and respect children with different abilities 4. Strategies for sharing with educational subjects: - Use of posters - At the end of meetings - Handing out triptychs - Video projection or slides - In some workshops related to the theme 3.1 Educational Goals (Mexicans we
want to form). This is the concept of Mexicans we want translates into the definition of traits that students must achieve gradually, over fifteen degrees of their school career. With the understanding that the education achieved by the student at the educational level will be the basis of the education he achieves in the following, it is the
development of educational structures output profile of compulsory education, the graduate profile of compulsory education is organized in eleven areas: 1. Language and communication 2. Mathematical Thinking 3. Exploring and understanding the natural and social world 4. Critical thinking and problem solving 5. Social-emotional skills
and life project 6. Collaboration and teamwork 7. Cohabitation and citizenship 8. Artistic score and expression 9. Body care and health 10. Environmental Protection 11. Digital Skills 5. Item 1. Discuss the following questions and answers: What are the characteristics of each area of academic training? Language and communication
develop communication and reading skills for students from working with different social uses of language, in the communicative practice of different contexts. It aims to develop reading skills and dispute complex levels at the end of basic education. Mathematical thinking develops reasoning to solve problems, to formulate arguments to
explain its results, and to develop strategies and processes for decision-making. The study and understanding of the natural and social world combines different disciplinary approaches related to biological, historical, social and political economic, cultural, geographical and scientific aspects. It contributes to the formation of scientific and
historical thought based on evidence and methods of approximation to various phenomena of reality. It is about getting to know us and the world in all its complexity and diversity. Personal development and coexistence integrates various disciplinary approaches related to social sciences, humanities, science and psychology, and
integrates civic and ethical training, art education and physical education to fully prepare people. It's about training students to learn to act with critical judgments for democracy, freedom, peace, respect for people, the rule of law and human rights. It also means preparing for coexistence, understood as building interpersonal relationships
of mutual respect, resolving conflicts through dialogue, and teaching emotions to teach people who are able to have personal and affective relationships that positively develop their personality and their and, from that, build identity and social awareness. How does each area contribute to the comprehensive learning of students?
Educational proposal for compulsory education 2018. that drives PMI, seeks to give our students the opportunity to achieve comprehensive learning, not only in the intellectual dimension with key learning (language and communication, mathematical thinking, research and understanding of the natural and social world), but also, these
teachings, which will be supplemented by extracurricular activities that allow the development of other human opportunities that deal with creativity, seen from three areas of development: appreciation and artistic expression, body development and emotional development. 6. What subjects make up each learning area? Language and
communication - Native language. Spanish is the native language. Indigenous language is the second language. Indigenous language is the second language. Spanish is a foreign language. English Mathematical Thinking: Number, Algebra and Variation - Form, Space and Dimension - Data Analysis Study and Understanding of the
Natural and Social World - Knowledge of the Environment - Stories, Landscapes and Cohabitation in My Locality - Natural Sciences and Technology - History - Geography - Civic and Ethical Preparation What subjects are studied to a degree that works? - Native language (Spanish/indigenous language) - Native language (Spanish) -
Second language (Spanish/indigenous language) - foreign language (English) - Mathematics of Mathematical Thinking - Natural Sciences and Technology - History - Geography - Civic and Ethical Training - Art - Social-Emotional Education - Physical Education - Expansion of Academic Training - Enhancing Personal and Social
Development - New Relevant Content - Item 2 Complete the following mind map: A review of our degree. Language and Communication Mathematical Thinking: Exploring and understanding the natural and social language of the mother's world. Spanish is the native language. Indigenous language of the second language. Indigenous
language of the second language. English Mathematics EJES: The number, algebra and variation form, space and measurement of data analysis Knowledge of medium stories, landscapes and coexistence in my locality of natural sciences and technology history, geography civic and ethical training acquisition and development of
knowledge, views and values that allow students to continue learning throughout their lives and face challenges involved in a diverse and ever-changing society Provide accurate and concise language for analysis and communication explain the world in which they live, develop the skills to understand and analyze the diverse and complex
challenges of the 8. Paragraph 3. For more advice, read Key Learning for Comprehensive Education. Primary education is the degree in which you work, i.e. the curriculum and basic education programs. Activity 2. Program Analysis What sections make up the structure of the program? 1. Description. 2. Common Goals 3. Specific goals
for education. Teaching approach. 5. Description of the organizers of the curriculum 6. Focus on learning. Proposals for evaluation 8. Dosing expected learning throughout basic education. 9. Training is expected by the 10th grade. The evolution of the curriculum. What is the difference between common goals and specific goals in terms of
education? Common goals. They guide teachers and note the scale of the work that needs to be done in the curriculum. They are written in an infinitive, emphasizing the actions that each target seeks to emphasize, making it easier to use in planning and evaluation processes. Specific goals for education. As in the previous case, they
noted the scale of the work that needed to be done in the curriculum, establishing the graduality and features to be achieved in pre-school, primary and secondary schools. In the case of a subject, a foreign language. English goals are not educational levels, but cycles defined to end English proficiency. What is the main feature of the
organizers of the training programs? The content of the curriculum is organized in two categories, called the organizers of the curriculum. The most comprehensive category is the organizer of the first-level curriculum, and the other is the organizer of the second-tier curriculum. Its specific name depends on the nature of each learning
space. Thus, in most programmes, the organizers of higher-level training programmes are thematic axes, and the topics are second-tier programmes; but, for example, in language and communication subjects, the organizers of higher-level training programmes are areas, and the second level is social language practice. In the field of
social and emotional education 9. Item 1. Structure of Scheduling Programs Work Planning. Read the Teacher Planning and Development Proposals section. The planning and evaluation process. Planning for educational intervention is essential for effective teaching, which makes pedagogical decisions to various aspects, such as what
should children learn? How are they going to do that? What support and strategies do everyone need to advance these learning? What resources will be needed to promote learning as children and caregivers know what they have learned? Planning is a set of valid assumptions that the teacher considers relevant and variables for girls
and boys to advance in the learning process. Working with them is a living process. The pre-school programme is open in nature, expressed in its purpose and in the set of expected educational institutions, the strengthening and construction of which will be encouraged by children throughout pre-school education; The expected training
does not depend on the predetermined sequence and specific and specific ways of working. The proposals you choose or design should be sets of activities formulated with each other, and which include a clear relationship between children, content and teachers, in order to build learning, and what we will call learning situations.
Teachers are responsible for establishing the order in which they turn to the expected learning, as well as for selecting or developing appropriate learning situations to engage their students and encourage them to advance their achievements. Proposals for planning and development of teaching work. It is very important that you conduct
activities to study what you know and can do, to determine where progress is needed and where systematic work is required. The initial diagnosis shows that each child manifests themselves in relation to the expected learning, their personal characteristics and traits, physical health conditions and certain aspects of their family
environment. The initial diagnosis will focus on studying the manifestations of children in the expected learning in this area and area. To do this, it is necessary to organize activities or teach situations to monitor how they perform and how children participate and record the traits that characterize them. Another important activity at this
stage of the cycle is to interview parents about the relevant aspects of children's evolution and health. The information obtained through the activities described initiates the integration of each student's dossier, which will document the processes (achievements, difficulties) in academic training and personal and social development. Initial
diagnostics and expected training in academic training and development are the benchmarks for school work at the beginning establish agreements with other teachers and management to improve conditions at the school. When you start working with expected learning from all areas of learning and development, you will begin the
process of evaluating what you know and can 10. children, as the information they receive will be crucial to the planning of their teaching work throughout the school year. It will also be running information that will allow you to answer what you did and what you knew at the beginning of the school year, as well as what you do and know at
the end of the cycle due to the expected learning. Planning during the school year. The first two to three weeks of work are mainly devoted to the integration of the group, acquaintance with people, spaces and materials; diagnostic activities and start creating a good classroom environment. Initial diagnostic information is the basis for the
development of a first plan for the expected training that the planning process is undertaking. Once accurate educational situations have been developed, assess the progress of children with regard to the expected results they intended to promote during that period. These results will now be the basis for determining the teaching on which
the teaching work will be focused on the next period. Consider planning for one or two weeks, given that after one or two months you have to work with training from all areas and areas. This deadline is also reasonable for evaluating students' progress and recording it in their assessment reports. Offers to plan educational work. Based on
the results of the initial diagnosis, select the expected sessions that will be present during the next two weeks of work. 2. Choose or develop appropriate learning situations to encourage learning. In didactic situations, several expected cases of one or more areas and areas where congruent link between them can be explored without
forcing classes can be considered. The conditions with which the didactic situation should be met are: Promoting the education of children on the basis of what they can and knows how to do with the chosen learning processes. Be interesting to students and understand what it is; clear instructions or slogans act accordingly. Encourage
children to use what they already know to expand it or build other knowledge. Identify forms of learning intervention according to it. 3. Provide forms of intervention and materials with the expected selected apprenticeship. Clear slogans must be provided, how and how reflections and exchanges will be encouraged, what sources of
information will be used and other resources. It is important to intervene in the development of the teaching situation by interacting with children to support them, to ensure that they are focused on what needs to be designed to raise the slogan again, where appropriate, listen and observe what they say and do; It takes children to
determine the functionality of the proposed teaching situation, as well as the time it takes for children to determine what the situation requires. 11. 4. Calculate the time it takes to develop each situation and the time it takes for all learning situations. Planning is an individual, flexible and dynamic process of an organization. Planning time is
variable. The duration of situations may be longer or shorter depending on the activities that correspond to them. The work plan. When planning, early meditation is given to anticipate the challenges of getting students to develop their abilities and analyze and organize educational work. The work plan has a practical sense that helps you
to have greater clarity and accuracy regarding educational goals, order and organize your work, revise or contrast your predictions with what happens during the educational process. The plan should be a specific and clear document. In each didactic situation of the work plan should include the following information: Expected classes
Activities that make up the situation with teaching Expected time for its development - Resources, everything that needs to be prepared, developed or achieved, as it is not part of the day-to-day collection of the classroom. Guide questions to learn about structure: What are the sections that make up the structure of programs? 1.
Description. This is the definition of the subject or area of knowledge referred to by the programme, but it is not a general statement, but is specifically limited to the role that each learning space has in the context of basic education. The definition allows the reader to know the specific characterization that the plan gives to the subject or
area in question. 2. Common goals. They guide teachers and note the scale of the work that needs to be done in the curriculum. They are written in an infinitive, emphasizing the actions that each target seeks to emphasize, making it easier to use in planning and evaluation processes. 3. specific in terms of education. As in the previous
case, they noted the scale of the work that needed to be done in the curriculum, establishing the graduality and features to be achieved in pre-school, primary and secondary schools. In the case of a subject, a foreign language. English goals are not educational levels, but cycles defined to end English proficiency. Teaching approach. This
section provides assumptions about teaching and learning the curriculum on which the curriculum is based. His narrative is reflexive and problematic, and his arguments are based on the results of educational research in an area that fits each curriculum. It includes concepts and concepts and emphasizes the specific aspects of pedagogy
that need to be addressed in this curriculum with a special attitude. He also guides teachers on the most important elements of his teaching intervention. 12. 5. Description of the organizers of the curriculum. The content of the curriculum is organized in two categories, called the organizers of the curriculum. The most comprehensive
category is the organizer of the first-level curriculum, and the other is the organizer of the second-tier curriculum. Its specific name depends on the nature of each learning space. Thus, in most programmes, the organizers of higher-level training programmes are thematic axes, and the topics are second-tier programmes; but, for example,
in language and communication subjects, the organizers of higher-level training programmes are areas, and the second level is social language practice. In the field of social and emotional education, the organizers of the higher level are measurements, and the organizers of the second level are the skills. Learning guidelines. They are a
set of common strategies for teaching a subject or area to which the program belongs. They are based on what is stated in the pedagogical approach, although their nature is more practical than reflexive; seek to provide specific recommendations for best educational practices that have been tested in the classroom and are aimed at
achieving the expected results of education. 7. Proposals for evaluation. As the name suggests, these proposals aim to expand the repertoire of forms and assessment tools that the teacher must evaluate the student's performance in each learning space and in each classroom, so that all students to achieve the expected learning



processes included in the relevant curriculum. Dosing is expected to be taught throughout basic education. These tables reflect between the levels set in this plan, as they show, for each learning space and in one table, the graduation of expected education throughout pre-school and the end of secondary school, or the degree to which
the subject begins to be accepted until the last grade in which it is taught. 9. Expected primary school education. As mentioned above, class instruction is annual in nature and is organized into tables in accordance with the curriculum organizers, which correspond to each subject or area. The evolution of the curriculum. This section
highlights elements of the previous curriculum that remain in the Plan. What is the difference between common goals and specific goals in terms of education? Common goals. They guide teachers and note the scale of the work that needs to be done in the curriculum. Specific goals for education. As in the previous case, they noted the
scale of the work that needed to be done in the curriculum, establishing the graduality and features to be achieved in pre-school, primary and secondary schools. In the case of a subject, a foreign language. English goals are not educational levels, but cycles defined to end English proficiency. What is the main feature of the organizers of
the training programs? In addition to the areas and sizes, which other curriculum organizers do you define in the programs? Description of the organizers of the curriculum. The content of the curriculum is organized in two categories, called the organizers of the curriculum. The most comprehensive category is the organizer of the first-level
curriculum, and the other is the organizer of the second-tier curriculum. Su 13. a specific designation depends on the nature of each learning space. Thus, in most programmes, the organizers of higher-level training programmes are thematic axes, and the topics are second-tier programmes; but, for example, in language and
communication subjects, the organizers of higher-level training programmes are areas, and the second level is social language practice. In the field of social and emotional education, the organizers of the higher level are measurements, and the organizers of the second level are the skills. Focus on learning. They are a set of common
strategies for teaching a subject or area to which the program belongs. They are based on what is stated in the pedagogical approach, although their nature is more practical than reflexive; seek to provide specific recommendations for good educational practices that have been tested in the classroom and are aimed at achieving learning
Proposals for evaluation. As the name suggests, these proposals aim to expand the repertoire of forms and assessment tools that the teacher must evaluate the student's performance in each learning space and in each classroom, so that all students to achieve the expected learning processes included in the relevant curriculum. What is
the difference between general teaching guidelines and evaluation proposals and specific didactic recommendations and evaluation proposals? WARNING ORIENTATIONS Didactic Mediation Because of the affective, complex and sensitive nature that underlies emotional expression and social relationships, mediation of social-emotional
education requires the teacher to take on the role of learning facilitator without being an instructor, using dialogue, respect and empathy as the main tools of work. Social and emotional education seeks to move from affective education to the education of love, meaning that students and teachers can generate an active listening space and
a relationship of mutual respect, leading to the participation and appropriation of the concepts, attitudes and patterns of coexistence and behavior that characterize the five socio-emotional aspects that make up the program. There are two forms of observation: systematic and imptomatic. In systematics, the observer has previously defined
his goals, i.e. he knows what specific aspects he will evaluate. The system, on the other hand, is that the observer records the largest amount of information without having certain goals to organize it later and get the conclusions he throws, based, for example, on similarities, differences, correlations, among other aspects. The first
possibility, being structured, tends to be more objective, consistent and verifiable - what information does the dosage of expected training provide you throughout your basic education? Advances in learning expected by every child and young person in their school journey, in seven areas of learning: language and communication; Critical
and thoughtful thinking; coexistence and cooperation; Physical and emotional development Mexico and the world; arts and culture, as well as the environment. This way you will achieve competition with the rhythms and learning styles of 14. The purpose of the subject area focuses on children gradually being able to express ever more
complete ideas about their feelings, opinions and perceptions, through learning experiences where a deliberate oral exchange with the teacher and her classmates speaks out. It is also designed to bring children closer to reading and study and production of written texts, such as the approach to writing culture, so that they understand that
it is written and read with intent. Approaching reading and writing at the preschool level is part of the initial literacy process. The school's mission is to create opportunities for communication, learn to use new words and expressions, build more complete and consistent ideas and expand your listening skills. Language is associated with
emotional and cognitive development because it allows you to gain greater self-confidence and self-confidence, to communicate and integrate with the various social groups in which children participate, and because it is a tool for the formation of meanings and knowledge. Primary Education Goals - Advance your knowledge of oral and
written language conventions and begin to reflect on the language system to address textual interpretation and production problems. This goal is aimed at strengthening and supporting the development of information on quality education, meeting the current needs of individuals. The purpose of this point is to know the different ways of
reading and writing, making the most of them, since language opens up or closes opportunities for people's social activities, while functioning as a primary cognitive tool for the development of other learning processes. Choose training materials based on acquis organization and carrier information. Encourage children to tell stories, fables,
legends, etc. Understand, generalize and prepare oral and written texts that represent natural and social processes to support the study of other subjects. Developing the ability of children to read and understand written texts in the preparation of texts of different nature and function is an indivisable task 15. Analyze the organization,
content elements and language resources of literary texts of different genres to deepen their understanding and enrich the experience of reading, producing and sharing them. There is no language without the psychosocial context of its own nature, and its aspects of development and change occur at the community level, level of
relationships established by the actors who interact through it. Reflect on the importance of linguistic and cultural diversity in everyday coexistence. This goal contributes to the evaluation of cultures other than their own. The fact that many schools are fortunate enough to live with children from other places allows us to build respect and
opens up the possibility of working on different ways of speaking and on Spanish language options. Use a variety of tools (oral, written, electronic) to share your experiences and express your opinion. Activities that need to be developed in a child are learning experiences stemming from functional contexts have the function of being and
are performed, they serve a clear purpose. Recognize the existence of points of view and interest implied in media reports to develop critical acceptance. This goal allows us to evaluate both the product and the learning process by developing classroom projects that are currently working with various media outlets and criticism of them
has been made possible by achieving the best possible advantage. This changes the value of the assessment from the external training procedure (self-assessment/evaluation) as we live in a society with the media. The Educational Differences Approach track each student's progress, provide learning opportunities, improve teaching
practices, and provide information for accreditation, promotion and certification of research. The benchmarks for assessing student learning are expected results included in key educational institutions (basic education curriculum and curriculum). Similarities of humanist approach, pedagogical principles, competences. Situations at school
should be opportunities that allow children: Talk about different experiences, events or topics; listen and be heard. Answer open questions about the wording of the explanations. Studying texts in different media; to explore, using and guided by discovery, some of its characteristics as a text organization and other resources. Comment on
your ideas about various texts with the support of the teacher from the questions that contribute to reflection. Communicate both verbally and in writing. 16. Write short words, phrases and texts in the context of communicative situations. In primary education, the role of the teacher is: the exchange of students; encourage interest in
participation, ask for conversations, and knowing more; attract everyone, with those who find it difficult to express themselves in front of others. Encourage respect, attentive listening and expression from engaging activities. Be a user of different texts. Involving children in the research and use of books, newspapers, brochures and
magazines, in particular, is of interest to obtain information on various topics related to the advice of sources of information; to show an attitude of pleasure and interest in reading and writing. Make accessible to children a variety of informative, literary and use texts in everyday life. Read aloud texts to children through educational
processes, learn more about something, consult with different sources and encourage comparison of information received from them; Enjoy, know different versions of the same story, history and real and fantastic places; Know how to follow procedures to congratulate, to greet, to share information. Write texts that are authored by children
and review them with them to improve them. The review of the texts they produce is as follows: the teacher reads what they have written, asks for an opinion that they find this letter in this way; he points to important aspects of his writing, such as repetitions, incomplete ideas and well-achieved parts. The aim is to make the process of
creating children the same as that of literate people: to write, revise ideas, improve and specify written letters, taking into account the intention of the text and the recipients of the text. 17. Evolution of the curriculum So far you have analyzed several key elements of the new Native Language program. The Spaniards who, as you have
noticed, have been given continuity. The Educational Assessment of the Differences of Inclusive Education - as a Process - involves identifying and removing barriers present in an educational context to promote the participation and learning of all students by restoring school and classroom policies, culture and practices with the intention
of taking center stage in school for all. One of the main features is that it develops policy actions and proposals that offer specific alternatives for education. The model is its extremely critical position in the face of educational policies of the past, so on the basis of these approaches the task of their work is given, so as not to repeat them.
Significant training works where playful is given weight to have knowledge for life and avoid memorization. This training should not be united, we must value diversity, gender equality, peaceful coexistence, respect for ethical relations, citizenship, trust, conflict resolution and negotiation. This will reduce administrative work, so teachers
focus on what really matters to teaching and learning. Improving learning conditions, investing in cool technologies. Bilingual education: that when a student finishes school, they can communicate effectively in Spanish and English. The importance of co-education, peer-to-peer work, flexible curriculum, autonomy of training programs,
director leadership, etc. are some of the key strengths. Challenges playful planning, leave behind the memorandum methods. The search for courses is constantly updated. Change the concept that parents have what the school is because often thinks we played, instead of putting the kids to work, and it does not understand that played
also learned. To ensure that children and young people get the digital skills that they need to have at the end of compulsory education, all schools need to have computers and connectivity, so that would be a problem as well. As for fairness and inclusion, we should be trained before a child with Down syndrome, cerebral palsy, etc. 18.
Subject: Mathematical thinking. The current proposal continues the programs 2011 and 2017 and is based on an approach to activities where children solve problems that allow them to develop skills and develop knowledge for use in different situations. Problems should create problems or imbalances in children, but without the situation
overcoming their understanding or so simple that it would not be a problem; problem-characterization involves intellectually challenging children. The overall goals of the Mathematics Program 2011 Are the Common Goals of the Mathematics 2017 Program For Children and Adolescents designed to demonstrate a willingness to learn math
as well as self-employment and collaboration. Develop skills that allow them to raise and solve problems with mathematical tools for decision-making and solving non-standard situations. Develop ways of thinking that can formulate guesses and solutions to problems, as well as develop explanations for certain numerical or geometric facts.
Acquire a positive and critical attitude to mathematics: Strengthening confidence in your abilities and perseverance. Agreement to work together. Use different methods or resources to make resolution procedures more efficient. They perceive mathematics as a social construct where and argue mathematical facts and procedures
Similarities and Differences of programs: Similarities: 1.Argument and reason when analyzing situations 2.Proposal solutions 3.Apply strategies and when making decisions 4.Assess the reasoning and evidence provided by others and can change 5.Search, select, analyze, evaluate differences: 1.Solve problems from different contexts 2.
Logical, analytical and quantitative resolution. 3.Unconventional Strategies 4. Creative Resolutions 5.Affective and Atninal Component 19. Based on this information, also answer the following questions: What problems do these similarities and differences pose to you? Work times in school life, because by listening to different forms of
dealing with multiple students, time is running out, I don't say that always, but many times if it happened to me and the mentality of managers is not yet a factor in this regard, they think that time is wasted. Playful work is not from time to time, but daily. Make sure my students can find solutions for different approaches within the subject.
Plate me with firm and achievable goals for the degree I visit, not to lose sight of what is intended for logical, analytical and quantitative resolution. The score needs to change for each of the students and address that cultural diversity. What adjustments would you make to your practice to address these issues? Seek at all times the right
learning environment, arouse the interest of my students and be able to develop their skills, relationships, communicate with their learning, share, listen to them and know their scope and limitations. Constantly update me, be prepared to mobilize knowledge of varying degrees. Adapting planning to context, adapted to what really excites
students, has awakened a taste and interest in mathematics. Activity of Mathematical Thinking 1. Flexible use of the assessment, mental calculation and calculation written in operations with natural numbers, decimal fractional numbers. Arithmetic R. 2. Identify and symbolize sets of quantities that vary proportionally and know how to
calculate missing values and percentages in different contexts. A- Proportionality 3. Use and interpret views for orientation in space, to find locations, and to communicate ways. Spatial location 4. Know and use the basic properties of triangles, quadrilateral, regular polygons, circles and prisms. Geometry 5. Calculate and estimate the
perimeter and area of triangles and quadrilateral, and evaluate and interpret measurements expressed with different types of units. A- Dimension 6. Search, organization, analysis and interpretation for a specific purpose, and then report the information that is the result of that process. R- Stats 20. 7. Recognize random experiments and
develop an intuitive view of the space pattern. A- Probability pedagogical approach. In order to develop mathematical thinking, children need to have opportunities in which they solve different situations that pose a challenge or problem. Children learn by deciding: they reason, they learn to cooperate on decisions, they make agreements,
and they explain how they solve problems. Collaboration is important to the extent that it allows children to know how others think and their strategies for decision-making, agreement and decision-finding. To do this, it is important to show them self-confidence, encourage them to persist in their search and develop their curiosity to learn
more. Check out the presentation of the pedagogical approach. The field of academic training of mathematical thinking. Mathematical thinking is deductive, children develop their ability to draw conclusions or conclusions based on known conditions and data. To develop mathematical thinking, students need to hold various activities and
solve numerous situations that pose a problem or challenge for them. In search of a solution, mathematical knowledge involved in such situations is acquired. In the process, it is also possible for children to develop ways of thinking to formulate guesses and procedures. This perspective is based on the approach and problem solving, also
known as: Learning through solutions. Situations in this field should allow adolescents to reason and use their skills, skills and knowledge creatively and appropriately. Use personal resources and know what your peers are in solving math problems. Explain what they do when they solve math problems. Develop a positive attitude towards
finding solutions by making agreements more and more regardless of what they can do in pairs, teams, or with the whole group. Teamwork involves doing something in the sense that it is necessary. Learning affects the classroom environment and the organization of situations. Learning that requires the use of mathematical tools as
complex operations takes time, as learning opportunities by each student's decision depend on their knowledge and experience. 21. What is the role of the teacher? Create an environment in which teens will interact with interest, seek and develop alternative solutions, comment on each other, protect or question results. Allow students to
use their knowledge and perform actions they consider to be most appropriate for dealing with problematic situations. The teacher should not separate mathematical knowledge from problem situations, it is not a question of students, having exhausted mathematics, so that they can then apply them in solving problems. Anticipate possible
ways to proceed for children in a situation they want to raise, so that you can better interpret what teens are doing to resolve the situation. - To give students the opportunity to view mathematics as a useful and functional tool, as an area of knowledge to be analyzed and questioned. Students are not passive recipients who can only receive
information and guidance on what to do. They're active students. Problem solving includes: Students accept and personally are interested in solving them; that is, they feel responsible for finding the result. That the student has the opportunity to make mistakes, to make mistakes. This allows the child to change and reflect on what he or
she is doing. Prevent didactic actions with an emphasis on holding activities where the repetition and mechanization of formal knowledge play a predominant role. The center of activity and context of learning is the construction and reconstruction of knowledge that is given from individual activities, in pairs as a team and as a group. For
students to share and discuss their ideas for solutions with other peers. Learning should always be a creative act, a process that promotes imagination, solving problem situations that are common and face other solutions, generating new ideas or concepts. Description of the organizers of the curriculum. The expected training is grouped
into different types of problems that require different mathematical knowledge classified by the discipline itself. 22. Natural and social world, I think it is important that you learn about the world around us, such as animals and plants, their characteristics, how to take care of our environment and the consequences of not doing so, what
natural phenomena there are and because they are caused, experimented, observed and recorded results, analyze the situation in the world around us, are interested in historical events, relate to the way of life above and determine the different characteristics of people from other cultures and their communities. Specific goals: To
recognize the importance of studying science and technology in primary education, its goals and pedagogical approach in terms of its contribution to the graduate profile. Analysis of the progression of the apprenticeship class in the classroom Natural sciences and technologies, its organization in axes and themes, as well as recognizing
the flexibility of its teaching treatments. Identify the usefulness of teaching guidelines and suggestions for assessing the degree as proposals to enrich teaching practice. The components of the program are based on your review and reflection, distinguish the functions of each of the components and explain in the text the maximum quartet
how they relate to promoting the integrated training of students in the subject. Keep it in your evidence portfolio. The main function of the components is to enable students to acquire a conceptual framework for explaining the world in which they live, developing the skills of understanding and analysing diverse and complex problems; In
short, they become analytical, critical, participatory and responsible people. This area is part of pre-school education, and in primary and secondary school it consists of the following subjects: Knowledge of preschool, 1st and 2nd grades. Natural sciences and technology, 3rd to 6th grade. Science and Technology, 1st School, Biology; 2nd
School of Physics; and 3rd school, chemistry. History, Landscapes and Cohabitation in my communities, 3rd grade. History, from 4th to 6th grade and from 1st to 3rd grade. Geography, 4th to 6th grade and 1st grade. Civil and ethical formation, from 4th to 6th grade and from 1st to 3rd grade. The theme of History, Landscapes and
Cohabitation in my area, as opposed to the person where I live, integrates the basic concepts of space, time and citizen training that will contribute to the development of learning related to the social sciences; promotes and enhances knowledge about where students live, places of study in the local context and daily life; emphasizes the
basic interests and needs of children so that they are recognized as persons who are part of society with rights and responsibilities depending on their age. It includes the contribution of civic and ethical formations that promote knowledge of themselves and their relationships with others and with the environment, as well as training to
shape citizens. Teaching and studying science in basic education is based on the cognitive development of students and is focused on developing research, question and debate skills. They take as a starting point notable and representation students to move to more refined ways that help them understand systemically natural processes
and phenomena. 23. Basic education promotes the teaching of a formative history that analyses the past, understand how societies acted under certain circumstances, and this allows us to look into a better future. To do this, it is considered necessary to leave behind a doctrine focused on the repetition of facts, places and historical
characters, and to move on to discipleship, which is reflected in the past, to take responsibility and to make a commitment to the present. The didactic approach is aimed at developing knowledge, skills and approaches to strengthen students' ability to understand historical time and space, manage historical information and form historical
consciousness for coexistence. The study of geography contributes to the recognition of students as part of the space in which skills, knowledge and approaches are developed and developed that enable them to assume their right and responsibility to participate in an informed, responsible and critical way in the place where they live.
Students can understand how societies transform spaces and how these decisions have implications for people's quality of life by recognizing and analysing the interactions between society and nature from local to global scale so that they can expand their participation as responsible citizens who contribute to the common good. The topic
of geography presents three thematic axis that favor the organization and linkage of expected primary and secondary school learning: spatial analysis and development of mapping skills, analysis of the relationship between nature and society, and citizen training. The Civic and Ethical Training Course generates knowledge and methods
from a variety of disciplines that form the basis for selecting and organizing a systematic training set in accordance with the characteristics, needs and interests of students. The main actors in the learning process are students; through different learning strategies, they are shaped for current and future life and are conditioned by the
development of ethical criteria, take positions and establish obligations related to their personal and social development based on human rights and democratic principles. Complements the following chart: I'm learning science for ... First of all because they are a part of my life and I inadvertently learn them, my thinking has changed, I
observe, analyze and understand my surroundings, so thought is captured and I change it through this learning. I teach science for ... For scientific literacy, not from a traditional point of view, which only provided or justified training science as dedication or preparing students for future classes or careers in science and technology. The
main purpose of teaching science is to provide a scientific culture for all students, regardless of their future orientation or vocation to science, technology or other research. 24. Students are studying science... The study of nature sciences promotes education in information, forming and applied aspects, because we live daily with it, so the
importance of studying it is to preserve it, to make better use of our environment, Mr. more rational. But in addition to living in a material, physical environment, civilization, as ours, is characterized, among other things, by the progressive increase in the technological application of scientific knowledge for the development of products and
for the construction of devices, the vulgarization of which is happening faster and faster. Thus, we attach great importance to learning and learning in school, learning for life. Based on what is really interested in taking care of our nature. Types of experiences. I'm learning science for ... First of all because they are a part of my life and I
inadvertently learn them, my thinking has changed, I observe, analyze and understand my surroundings, so thought is captured and I change it through this learning. I teach science for ... For scientific literacy, not from a traditional point of view, that only provided or justified the teaching of sciences like initiation or preparing students for
future research or careers in science and technology. The main purpose of teaching science is to provide a scientific culture for all students, regardless of their future orientation or vocation to science, technology or other research. Students learn science... The study of nature sciences promotes education in information, forming and
applied aspects, because we live daily with it, so the importance of studying it is to preserve it, to make better use of our environment, Mr. more rational. But in addition to living in a material, physical environment, civilization, as ours, is characterized, among other things, by the progressive increase in the technological application of
scientific knowledge for the development of products and for the construction of devices, the vulgarization of which is happening faster and faster. Thus, we attach great importance to learning and learning in school, learning for life. Based on what is really interesting about taking care of our HISTORY begins with knowledge and analysis
of the relevant aspects of the history programme in the first activity. Activity 1. Identify the features, curriculum organizers and axes Read sections corresponding to the general goals and primary education of the subject, as well as the pedagogical approach, so that you know the perspective that is offered with the study of the history and
methodology of its learning Read sections corresponding to the general goals and primary education of the subject, as well as the pedagogical approach, so that you know the perspective offered with the study of history and methodology for the study of the page Based on the revised information , answers the following questions: Why do
you think it is important for elementary school students to learn history? Teaching history is essential for the knowledge of a person living in society. We teach the past because we realize that the past was a model for the present and the future. In a sense, knowledge of the past is the key to the genetic code by which each generation
reproduces its successors and orders their relationship. What aspects of my practice will I need to strengthen to achieve the goals of history? 1. Provide children with basic knowledge of Mexico's history and geography in order to teach them the basics of national culture. Teaching students history and geography is tantamount to giving
them a worldview and a memory. 2. Awaken the curiosity of children and young people about their past. Encourage the study of family and social origin, as well as origin in the region and country, through a variety of active and complementary methods. This doctrine is the basis of its cultural heritage, conceived as a legacy of the past to
the modern man, which allows everyone to find their identity. The identity of a citizen is based on the appropriation of an inherited cultural heritage. 3. Make children and young people feel that historical knowledge is not a final acquisition and knowledge is subject to constant review. What we know today can be changed by the knowledge
of tomorrow, or it may be in question with new discoveries. Learning history should promote the idea that knowledge is a constantly updated process and stimulate critical meaning and the spirit of observation. 4. The study of history should also stimulate the abilities that humanism proposes to develop: critical ability to analyze, curiosity
that does not respect dogma or concealment, a sense of logical reasoning, sensitivity to higher awareness of the human spirit, an overview of the landscape of knowledge, and so on. Organizers of the theme of history curriculum operate five axes that have the function of organizing training. Axes: Building Historical Knowledge,
Civilization, Shaping the Modern World, Formation of Nation States and Social Change and Modern Institutions. Axis Building Historical Knowledge works from fourth to third grade. Other axes vary from one degree to the other, taking into account thematic temporary abbreviations of both Mexico's history and world history. The axes are
integrated by topics that, in turn, groups are a set of expected learning specific to each axis. Axis begins with the Past-present and Panorama sections of the period. Axes that work in the sixth degree Building Historical Knowledge This axis develops in all classes of primary and secondary education. With this axis students have an
approach to learning history and use their concepts, sources and research strategies. The knowledge gained in this axis, in addition to knowing the historical processes of other axes, will be backed up by the work being done at UCA. This axis of civilization belongs to historical entities (such as Mesoamerica, Greco-Roman civilization or
medieval Christianity) that have developed their own political and religious traditions from the phenomena of concentration of power and population. Shaping the modern world This axis deals with the connecting processes of different regions of the world, based on colonial ties and the formation or integration of a new global economic and
political system characterizing the Modern age. This axis develops in the fourth and sixth grades of elementary and second grades of secondary school. The organizers of the curriculum The subject of history works with five axes that have the function of organizing learning, these axis: Building Historical Knowledge, Civilization, Shaping
the Modern World, Formation of Nation States and modern social and institutional changes. For the 6th theme: 27. Building historical knowledge. The relationship of history with other social sciences. Archaeology, anthropology, linguistics and history. Civilizations - The past is the present. Period review. Uca. Original Civilizations - Roots of
Western Civilizations: Classical Art and Knowledge in Ancient Greece. Rome and Western civilization. Medieval Christian civilization. Islam. Uca. and chivalrous culture. The formation of the modern world. The past - the present - Panorama of the time - Revival: economy, culture and society. Humanism and the clash of two worlds.
Renaissance art. How have religious reforms affected the modern era? The English Revolution. Relevant Information - Basic Education promotes the teaching of shaping history, which analyzes the past to find explanations for the present and look into a better future. It is part of the concept that historical knowledge is in constant
construction. Critical development, the assessment of the preservation of both natural and cultural heritage and the prospect of the participation of numerous social actors in historical processes. The wording of problematic issues or situations is privileged. Learning is based on strategies that the teacher proposes to develop his historical
thinking. A methodology that differs in establishing a relationship between the present and the past is proposed. The central didactic proposal of the program is an exercise in individual or collective research that students must develop to deepen the study of a topic. A geographical subject requires teachers to select activities that promote
key learning skills through the challenges that students may face. The axis of spatial analysis and mapping requires the development of educational situations that promote observation, comparison, analysis, dialogue, and individual and collective reflection so that they understand why spaces differ in natural and social. Student situations
are necessary to analyze situations between nature and society. Geographic space and citizenship integrate learning that seeks to engage students through situations of debate, analysis, news, etc., and which understands the problems of modern societies from different perspectives. The geography assessment should be focused on the
general features of 28. indicators such as: search, comparison, comparison, interpretation, controversy, etc. - Aspects that graduates in accordance with their goals can serve as a basis: they choose and manage sources of geographic information depending on the situation or problem studied. Appreciate the cultural diversity of the
national territory and the world. Present and transmit information on sheets, maps, graphs, diagrams, etc. Interpretation of mapping resources Dosage in the world of Hitoria Topics 6th Class Axes Topics 5th Primary 6th Primary 1st 2nd secondary design of historical knowledge - How does our history explain who we are? What can we
be? What's this story for? The relationship of history with other social sciences - archaeology, anthropology, linguistics and history - How have they changed and what meaning do they have today? - Concepts of Border and Nation - European Union - Past - Present - Diversity of Historical Sources - Facts, Processes and Historical
Explanation - Knowledge in the colonized country Dosage of the World Hitoria 6th Degree Axes Topics 5th Primary 6th Primary 1st Middle 2nd Middle Civilization, not working in this degree - Past - Present - Panorama period - UCA Original civilizations : Classical art and knowledge in ancient Greece - Rome and Western civilization -
Medieval Christian civilization - , cavalry and chivalrous cultures Do not work on the axis of this degree - Past - Present - Period Program - Indigenous peoples in modern Mexico - Mesoamerican civilization and other cultures of ancient Mexico - UCA, Urban life in Mesoamerica - indigenous kingdoms on the eve of the Spanish conquest.
The purpose of geography is to obtain, present and interpret geographic information on a scale, local, regional, national and global. Recognize the natural and cultural diversity of the geographical space, strengthen its local, national and global identity; correspond to different lifestyles and cultures in the first place. Eliminate the relationship
between human and natural activities in Mexico and in different regions of the world in order to function with a sense of responsibility for the care of natural resources. Understanding the importance of taking informed and responsible action in the space in which they unfold, in the face of current and future challenges in the local, national
and global context. Overall goals 1. Develop the skills of managing geographic information in a variety of sources and resources that enable them to expand their knowledge of the world on a different scale and influence the problems and situations associated with the space in which they live. 2. Raise awareness of the relationship and
interaction between natural, social, cultural, economic and political aspects of geographical space in order to function with a sense of personal and collective responsibility in a local, national and global context. 3. Participating in an informed, thoughtful and critical path in a space where they do as citizens are committed to a sustainable
lifestyle and aware of the impact of their actions on overall well-being. Primary Education Goals 1. Get and interpret geographic information at the local, regional, national and global levels. 2. Recognize the natural and cultural diversity of the geographical area, strengthen its local, national and global identity, and behave in relation to
different life forms and cultures. 3. Explain the link between human activities and nature in Mexico and around the world in order to work with a sense of responsibility for the care of natural resources. 4. Understand the importance of taking informed and responsible action in the space in which they unfold, in the face of current and future
challenges in the local, national and global context 30. Activity 2. Create a mental map of axes and themes with recently revised geography item data, make a mental map of axes and those that show the connection between them. PEDAGOGICAL FOCUS Geography Learning is part of a form of approach that involves designing,
organizing and implementing learning situations that encourage students to actively engage in building their knowledge of the space in which they develop, based on their previous concepts. The context of students is fundamental in motivation and the sense they attach to what they learn in geography, it is a starting point for
understanding the relationship between society and nature that give rise to diversity and change in geographic space. It also promotes students' creative thinking, dealing with real situations, problems or problems, and allows them to make suggestions, draw conclusions and use sources of information and various resources such as maps,
statistics, books, videos, newspapers and digital resources, among others. Teachers need to develop and implement appropriate and universal strategies to motivate students to learn, from learning and recognizing the environment to understanding increasingly complex relationships on a global scale. It is also necessary to encourage
learning opportunities that guide students to develop critical thinking, participate together in situations inside and outside the classroom, reflect and explore questions such as: Where is it? geographical space, which is understood as a space inhabited, socially constructed and transformed by society over time, as a result of the interaction
between the natural, social, cultural, economic and political components that make up it. Curricula they provide the basis for analysing and understanding what is happening in the world, based on concepts such as space, distribution, diversity, interaction, change and interdependence, as well as skills such as observation, analysis,
presentation and interpretation of information from different sources. It also explores the gradual development of approaches and values for students to raise awareness of their roles and responsibilities through relevant topics such as migration, inequality, environmental problems, disaster prevention, territorial conflict and responsible
consumption. Evaluation is an opportunity for improvement, providing constant feedback between teaching practice and student learning. Watching and listening to what students are doing and saying, collected information about what they are demonstrating, to know, to know how to do it, and the relationships they manifest. In the
development of activities and products, such as discussions, drawings, mapping, models, graphs, diagrams and oral or written presentations, as well as studies on a variety of scales, it is desirable to conduct assessments on an ongoing and systematic basis based on the expected training. In addition, self-assessment and collaborative
evaluation are important alternatives to engaging students in reflecting and evaluating what they have learned, they will be able to promote greater participation and interaction between teachers and students to make decisions in everyday classroom work, as well as self-learning. Geography, by integrating aspects of different fields of
knowledge, promotes the development of concepts, skills and approaches that make it easier for students to learn from other subjects. In this sense, it is desirable to define topics and activities related to other learning spaces to expand or enrich them; for example, recognition of natural and cultural diversity, understanding and respect for
other forms of life, identity, sense of belonging, empathy and participation of citizens, as well as the development of language and communication skills, mathematical thinking and artistic expressions, as well as other fundamental achievements that affect the achievement of the regression of the basic education profile. The topic of
geography presents three thematic axis that favor the organization and linkage of expected primary and secondary school learning: spatial analysis and development of mapping skills, analysis of the relationship between nature and society, and citizen training. 32. 1. Civic and ethical education training It is a learning space dedicated to
formalizing the knowledge of building democratic citizenship and developing an ethics based on dignity and human rights. In basic education, civic and ethical learning contributes to a student's moral development from gradually advancing his ethical reasoning in order to achieve a personal awareness of the principles and values that
guide his actions in pursuit of the good for himself and for others. It also promotes respect, construction and respect for norms and laws, given that they are the result of agreements established among members of society that point to the rights and obligations of civil servants and the responsibilities of public servants. It also promotes the
social and political participation of students as a fundamental measure to establish citizenship. The topic of Civic and Ethical Learning provides students with systematic and organized opportunities to reflect and discuss the reality of Mexico and the modern world. It encourages students to take action to improve the environment at the
personal, school, community, national and global levels, which contributes to their ability to organize and intervene in conflict resolution for the common good. 2. Common goals 1. Strengthen your identity as a worthy, valuable and subject of the right to participate in actions that promote your self-fulfillment and integrated development,
health care and risk prevention. 2. Exercise your freedom and autonomy by accepting dignity and human rights as criteria for guiding one's actions and assessing social and political life. Promote critical judgment based on analysis and discussion of one's own and others' actions; to form criteria and take positions that strengthen their civic
values based on human rights. 4. Appreciate the bonds of belonging that give identity to different social groups in order to promote solidarity, equality, interculturalism, valerantization of diversity, pluralism and non-discrimination. 5. Encourage a culture of peace by being ethically sensitive and aware of injustice and to participate in the
creation of an inclusive, legally friendly, honest and tolerant environment in which conflicts are resolved peacefully. 6. Appreciate one's membership in a democratic State that guarantees justice through rules and institutions and respect for human rights that govern the exercise of the powers and responsibilities of citizens to actively
participate in public affairs. 7. Participation in decision-making and action to change in an organized, responsible, informed, critical and dedicated manner, for collective well-being and for the protection of human dignity. 33. What steps could you take to promote the ethical reasoning of students? 1. The social and moral environment that
makes us grow. 2. Be responsible, encourage this value. 3. Saving healthy and peaceful coexistence at all times. 4. Take these three steps into account: know, recognize, and create. 5. Share, help, console or protect 6. Thank you to the kids when they do what we asked them to do. 7. Evaluate productions and prosocial installations
individually and as a group. 8. Boost self-esteem. 9. Avoid negative judgments of any student. 10. Make the child feel loved (to caress them, to hold them in their arms, to look them in the eye, to smile at them, to tell them good things). 11. Don't increase competitiveness. 12. Do not inseding aggressive behavior. 3. Complete the relevant
spaces on the map. FCyE Presence Curriculum Main Subject (Key Learning 2017) - 4th to 6th (continued third secondary) civic and ethical training - 3rd history, landscapes and cohabitation in my locality (integrated history and geography work) 34. Areas of personal and social development When we talk about areas of personal and
social development, we mean the work of art, social-emotional education and physical education, for the comprehensive training of our students. Where, as its name rightly mentions, personal development is the main goal to achieve. To delve into this topic, we invite you to consult Key Learning for Comprehensive Education. Basic
Education Training And Therapy Programs as follows: Areas of Personal and Social Development (p. 464-465) - Art in Basic Education (p. 467-468) - Social-emotional education in basic education (p. 517-519) - Physical education in basic education (p. 583) You can count on the preferred organizer as a scheme, brainstorming,
conceptual map, map of mind, summary, etc. in which you perform. Teachers work to improve student learning, improve the quality of education and develop the knowledge society. There are many elements that shape the teacher's activities: their initial and ongoing training, the selection and inclusion process, working conditions, school
organization, support for public bodies, professional prospects throughout their lives and perceived that the latter was degrading consistently. Thus, I can consider that teachers play a central role in improving the quality of teaching. However, policies aimed at their professional development must take into account the conditions and
context in which we do our work. Another item will be a full-time or comprehensive school, offering more opportunities for learning. If you join the dedication of every school in your team of teachers, the educational and professional benefits seem obvious. Following innovations expand academic information, this area offers students
opportunities to deepen learning in academic training, so that the school can offer educational approaches related to subjects in the field of language and communication, mathematical thinking and research and understanding of the natural and social world. It also offers, based on the results of students' work, their interests and the
resources of the school, the possibility of integration into the proposal, interdisciplinary approaches. Improving professional and social development is another point of this innovation Areas of Personal and Social Development have fewer fixed learning periods than academic training fields. It is preferable to offer them opportunities to
develop more in accordance with their special needs, to offer students space to expand their knowledge and experience in the arts, to apply their creativity, to improve their knowledge of themselves and others, to forms of coexistence and interaction based on ethical principles, as well as to participate in car games and physical activity,
sports dedication and educational sports. Deepening the nature and features of different arts contributes to the integrated development of students as cognitive processes strengthen simultaneously with 35. and aesthetic sensitivity, in addition to promoting the right to access to culture, as well as recognition of national and world artistic
heritage, promoting the attitudes and opportunities associated with the process of building personal identity, understanding and regulating emotions, and equally the ability to establish interpersonal relationships. Finally, it aims to promote integrated training for children and adolescents through learning that enables them to gain self-
awareness, improve their motor characteristics, channel their creativity and promote the care of their bodies. In this new educational model, as far as I understand, there will be a reduction in content and the emphasis will be on relevant content, providing an opportunity add to the curriculum topics of great interest to students but are not
covered by subjects and areas of the compulsory curriculum because they are susceptible to out-of-school learning. Regional knowledge. The purpose of this area is to strengthen the state, regional and local identity of students, as it promotes their recognition by responsible citizens and realizes that their actions transform the society of
which they are a part, the geographical space in which they develop, and the cultural and natural heritage they inherited from their ancestors. This area gives students the opportunity to expand their knowledge of their culture and local traditions, while promoting the development of topics of national, regional or local interest to integrate
knowledge about the social, cultural and natural environment of their education. In view of social impact projects, the development of social impact projects involves agreements between the school community, the authorities and organized non-governmental groups. These links should benefit both sides and, in particular, have a positive
impact on the inalienable training of students. Reflect on the information advice and take note of the basic ideas. To do this, answer the following questions of the manual: What are the characteristics of the component of personal and social development? To help students develop their artistic creativity, appreciation and expression,
exercise their body and keep it healthy, and learn to recognize and manage their emotions. This component of the curriculum is also observed at the national level and is organized in three areas of development: arts, social and emotional education and physical education. These three areas should not be considered for subjects. They
require specific pedagogical approaches and strategies to assess student achievement, in addition to those used to assess the effectiveness of the first component's academic training. Why are these three areas said to promote personal and social development? As they improve awareness and identity, promote personal skills and self-
potential, promote human capital and facilitate employment opportunities, improve the quality of life and promote dreams and aspirations. The concept is not limited to self-help, but also includes formal and informal activities to develop others in other ways, such as professional professionals key account manager interview questions and
answers pdf. key account manager job interview questions and answers
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